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We present an ar hite ture for the spe i ation of sour eto-sour e transformations. New sour e ode an be spe i ed as sour efragments. The translation of sour e-fragments to the intermediate representation is a omplished by invoking the frontend. For any inserted
fragment we an guarantee that it is typed orre tly. If no error is reported on inserted fragments, the whole program an always be ompiled
without errors. Based on a given abstra t attribute grammar the user an
spe ify transformations as semanti a tions and an ombine the omputation of attributes with restru ture operations on the intermediate
representation.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The development of spe ial purpose (domain-spe i ) libraries to en apsulate
the omplexity of software is a signi ant step toward the simpli ation of software. But the abstra tions presented by su h libraries are user-de ned and not
optimized by the vendor's language ompiler. The e onomi s and maturation
of new language and ompiler designs make it parti ularly diÆ ult for highly
spe ialized languages to appear and be a epted by developers of large s ale appli ations. Unfortunately, the generally poor level of optimization of user-de ned
abstra tions within appli ations thus negates their e e tive widespread use in
elds where high performan e is a ne essity.
Though signi ant aspe ts of our approa h are language independent, our resear h work has targeted the optimization of C++ appli ations. The framework
developed to support this resear h, ROSE, [1℄, allows us to express optimizations
based on an abstra t C++ grammar, eliminating the synta ti al idiosyn hrases
of C++ in the spe i ation of a transformation. Be ause we target library developers generally, our approa h avoids the requirement that users learn a new
spe ial purpose language to express transformations. The semanti a tions whi h
spe ify a transformation are implemented in C++.
Within previous resear h we have demonstrated the use of ROSE [1, 2℄ and
that the performan e penalty of user-de ned abstra tions an be over ome by
sour e-to-sour e transformations. We presented how a speedup of up to four an
be a hieved for user-de ned abstra tions as they are used in pra ti e. The use of
the semanti s of the user-de ned abstra tions has been an essential part of this
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su ess. In this paper we demonstrate the use of the abstra t grammar in ombination with sour e strings and restru turing of the intermediate representation.
As example we dis uss the ore of an OpenMP parallelization. The high-level
semanti s of the user-de ned type utilized in the example is the thread-safety of
its methods.
In se tion 2 we des ribe the ar hite ture and how we an translate in omplete
sour e-fragments to orresponding fragments of the intermediate representation.
In se tion 3 we dis uss how program transformations are spe i ed by the use of
the abstra t grammar and sour e-strings. In the nal se tions we dis uss related
resear h and our on lusions.
2

Sour e-To-Sour e Ar hite ture

In a usual sour e-to-sour e translation the frontend is invoked on e. Transformations are either syntax dire ted or de ned as expli it operations on an intermediate representation (IR). Eventually the ba kend is alled to generate the
nal sour e program. In our ar hite ture, see g. 1, the frontend and ba kend
are omponents that an be invoked at any point in an operation on the IR to
obtain program fragments.
The apability of translating sour e-fragments to IR-fragments and ba k is
essential to allow a ompa t spe i ation of transformations as demonstrated
in the example in se tion 3. This allows the de nition of a transformation by
ombining sequential strings although our intermediate representation has a tree
stru ture. Although strings are used, by invoking the frontend ea h fragment is
type- he ked before it is inserted in the IR. This ensures that in ea h step of a
transformation, when a part of the intermediate representation is repla ed by a
new fragment, the program fragment is he ked for synta ti al and semanti al
orre tness.
The ombination of di erent sour e-fragments is spe i ed in semanti a tions
asso iated with rules of an abstra t grammar. The omputed attribute values
an be of arbitrary type, in luding sour e-fragments. Be ause the omputed
attributes an also be sour e-fragments it is ne essary to translate them to IRfragments to insert them into the IR. Note, we do not re-parse sour e-strings,
a sour e-string is only parsed on e by the frontend. But the frontend an be
invoked to translate omputed sour e-strings, ensuring that all semanti he ks
are performed on the inserted IR-fragments as well. Note that our approa h does
not require any modi ations to an existing frontend.
We use the EDG-frontend [3℄ for parsing C++ programs. This frontend performs template instantiation and a full type evaluation. In our abstra t grammar
all type information is made available to the user as annotations of nodes in the
abstra t syntax tree (AST) whi h an be a essed in semanti a tions of the abstra t attribute grammar. The availability of semanti ompile-time information
is an essential aspe t of our ar hite ture. In the following se tions we des ribe
in detail how sour e-fragments an be translated to IR-fragments by utilizing an
existing frontend and how all semanti information an be updated in the IR.
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2.1

Sour e-To-Sour e ar hite ture with frontend/ba kend invo ation

Fragment Con atenator and Extra tor

In general, a sour e-fragment annot be parsed by the frontend be ause it is
an in omplete program. Therefore it needs to be extended by a sour e-pre x
and a sour e-post x to a omplete program su h that it an be parsed by the
frontend. This omputation of the pre x and post x is automated. The user only
spe i es the fragment and the target lo ation of the orresponding IR-fragment.
In our IR, the target lo ation, Labs , is a node in the AST. The pre x and post x
are automati ally generated. The sour e-pre x onsists of all de larations and
opening bra es of s opes before the target lo ation, the sour e-post x onsists
of all losing bra es of s opes after the target position.
The frontend returns a program in IR. From this the orresponding IRfragment needs to be extra ted. A sour e string shall be denoted as S and an
intermediate representation as I . We shall denote any pre x by , any fragment
by 2, and any post x by .
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A given sour e-fragment, S2 , is translated to an IR-fragment, I2 , by invoking
the frontend.
The fragment on atenator on atenates the sour e-pre x S , the sour efragment S2 , and the sour e-post x S . Information ne essary to extra t the
IR-fragment, I2 , orresponding to the sour e-fragment, S2 , from the IR of the
ompleted program, shall be denoted Lsep . It represents separators that are
inserted by the on atenator before invoking the frontend, and used by the extra tor to separate the fragment from the pre x and post x.
(S; Lsep ) = on atenator(S ; S2 ; S )
The ompleted program S an be parsed by the frontend
I
I,

= frontend(S )

to obtain the program in intermediate representation I . From this program
the IR-fragment, I2 , is extra ted by the fragment extra tor.
I2

= extra tor(I ; Lsep )

The fragment extra tor strips o the IR-pre x, I , orresponding to S and
orresponding to S . Information on where these parts are separated, Lsep ,
whi h is returned by the fragment on atenator, is used to nd start and end
points of I and I .
We have shown how we an obtain the orresponding IR-fragment I2 for a
given sour e-fragment S2 by invoking the frontend. The inverse operation, by
invoking the ba kend, is
I

S2

= ba kend(I2 ):

Sin e both representations, I2 and S2 , an always be translated one to the
other, both an be used inter hangeably in the de nition of a transformation.
frontend
source
fragment

" ... "

reinvoke

IR
fragment

backend
Fig. 2. A sour e-fragment an always be translated into an IR-fragment by invoking
the frontend and an IR-fragment an always be translated into a sour e-fragment by
invoking the ba kend.

In gure 2 this orresponden e is shown as a diagram. The de nition of a
transformation is simpli ed be ause sour e-fragments, S2 , an be used to dene sour e ode patterns as strings. On the other hand, sour e-fragments orresponding to subtrees of the IR an always be used as values in an attribute
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evaluation be ause we an always obtain the orresponding sour e-fragment for
an IR-fragment.
This allows the de nition of a transformation by ombining sequential strings
although the intermediate representation has a tree stru ture. All semanti information, su h as type information for ea h expression, symbol tables, et .,
is updated by the underlying system. Note that the order in whi h the IR is
pro essed is (mostly) sour e sequen e.
2.2

Fragment Substitution

An IR-fragment, I2 , whi h is obtained from the fragment extra tor, substitutes
an IR-fragment in the IR as spe i ed by Labs .
I

i+1

= (hI2i ; I2 ; Labs i; I i )

The substitution  repla es the IR-fragment I2i by the new IR-fragment I2
(whi h orresponds to a S2 ) at the spe i ed lo ation Labs . I2i is an IR-fragment
in I i . After a substitution has been applied the restru tured IR, I i+1 , be omes
a essible for the next transformation. This ensures that a substitution operates
as a side-e e t free fun tion, with respe t to the IR stru ture, in a transformation.
On e an attribute evaluation has been performed and a transformation is nished, I i+1 be omes a essible and I i is no longer a essible. Note that fragments
i and I
I2
2 an be empty, orresponding to empty strings  (sour e-fragments),
whi h allows to de ne insertions and deletions.
3

Program Transformations

Program transformations are spe i ed as semanti a tions of the abstra t C++
grammar. The abstra t grammar overs full C++. We use a su essor of Co o/R
[4℄, the C/C++ version ported by Frankie Arzu. Co o/R is a ompiler generator
that allows to spe ify a s anner and a parser in EBNF for ontext free languages.
The grammar has to be LL(1). We use this tool to operate on the token stream
of AST nodes. Therefore we do not use the s anner generator apabilities of
Co o/R and implemented a s anner to operate on a token stream of AST nodes.
A terminal in our default abstra t grammar always dire tly orresponds to
AST nodes of one type. The name of this type is the name of the terminal in the
grammar. The grammar an be modi ed but the user has to ensure that it still
a epts all programs that are to be transformed. Our present version of the default abstra t grammar for full C++ has 165 rules. Non-terminals either dire tly
mat h names of base types in the AST's obje t-oriented lass hierar hy, or the
non-terminals were introdu ed (with the post x NT in our default grammar)
for better readability. The user an also a ess all annotated AST information
gathered by the frontend at ea h AST node through a variable astNode. The
variable always holds the pointer to the orresponding AST node of a parsed
terminal.
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Before transformation
for(ValContainer::iterator i=l.begin(); i!=l.end(); i++) {
a.update(*i);
}

After transformation
#pragma omp parallel for
for(int i = 0; i < l.size(); i++) {
a.update(l[i℄);
}
Fig. 3. An iteration on a user-de ned ontainer l that provides an iterator interfa e. The obje t a is an instan e of the user-de ned lass Range. Obje t l is of type
ValContainer. In the optimization the iterator is repla ed by ode onforming to the
required anoni al form of an OpenMP parallel for. The user-de ned method update
is thread-safe. This semanti information is used in the transformation.

In the example sour e in g. 3 we show an iteration on a user-de ned ontainer with an iterator. This pattern is frequently used in appli ations using
C++98 standard ontainer lasses. The obje t a is an instan e of the user-de ned
lass Range. The transformation we present takes into a ount the semanti s of
the type ValContainer and the semanti s of lass Range. The transformation is
therefore spe i to these lasses and its semanti s.
For the type ValContainer we know that the type iterator de ned in the
lass follows the iterator pattern as used in the C++98 standard library. For
the type Range we know that the method update is thread safe. We show the
ore of a transformation to transform the ode into the anoni al form of a
for-loop as required by the OpenMP standard. We also introdu e the OpenMP
pragma dire tive. Note that the variable i in the transformed ode is impli itly
private a ording to the OpenMP standard 2.0 . If the generated ode is ompiled
with an OpenMP ompiler, di erent threads are used for exe uting the body of
the for-loop. The test, isUserDefIteratorForStatement, to determine whether
the transformation an be applied, is onservative. It might not always allow to
perform the optimization although it would be orre t but it is never applied
when we annot ensure that the transformed ode would be orre t.
In the example in g. 4 the rule of SgS opeStatement is shown. The terminal
SgForStatement orresponds to an AST node of type SgForStatement. The
variable astNode is a pointer to the respe tive AST node of the terminal and
assigned by our supporting system when the s anner a esses the token stream.
Note that every terminal in the grammar orresponds to a node in the AST,
ex ept the parentheses.
Methods of the obje t subst allow to insert new sour e ode and delete subtrees in the AST. The substitution obje t subst bu ers pairs of target lo ation
and string. The substitution is not performed before the semanti a tions of
all subtrees of the target lo ation node have been performed. This me hanism
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allows to he k whether substitutions would operate on overlapping subtrees of
the AST (in the same attribute evaluation). In ase of overlapping subtrees an
error is reported.
The obje t query is of type AstQuery and provides frequently used methods
for obtaining information stored in annotations of the AST. These methods are
also implemented as attribute evaluations.
SgS opeStatement<bool isOmpFor>
= SgForStatement
(.
isOmpFor
= ompTransUtil.isUserDefIteratorForStatement(astNode,isOmpFor);
.)
"(" SgForInitStatementNT<isOmpFor> SgExpressionRootNT
SgExpressionRootNT SgBasi Blo kNT<isOmpFor>
")"
(.
if(isOmpFor) {
string ivarName = query.iteratorVariableName(astNode);
string i ontName = query.iteratorContainerName(astNode);
string modifiedBodyString
= ompTransUtil.derefToIndexBody(ivarName,i ontName);
string beforeForStmt
= "#pragma omp parallel for\n";
string newForStmt = "for( int "+ivarName+"=0;"
+ ivarName+"<"+i ontName+".size();"
+ ivarName+"++ ) "+modifiedBodyString;
subst.repla e(astNode,beforeForStmt + newForStmt);
}
.)
| ...
Fig. 4. A part of the SgS opeStatement rule of the abstra t C++ grammar with the
semanti a tion spe ifying the transformation of a SgForStatement.

The inherited attribute isOmpFor is used to handle the nesting of for-loops.
It depends on how an OpenMP ompiler supports nested parallelism whether
we want to parallelize inner for statements or only the outer for statement. In
future this de ision will be made more spe i to OpenMP ompilers on di erent
platforms and the boolean attribute will be repla ed by an obje t to provide more
information about the ontext of OpenMP for-loops.
The obje t query of type AstQuery o ers methods to provide information
on subtrees that have been proven to be useful in di erent transformations. In
the example we use it to obtain the name of the iterator variable, and to obtain
the node of the de laration of the iterator variable. Note that these fun tions
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must return valid values be ause it has been tested that the for-loop quali es
for transformation before.
The example shows how we an de ompose di erent aspe ts of a transformation into separate attribute evaluations. The methods of the query obje t
are implemented by using the attribute evaluation. For this reason we allow to
all any method of the re ursive des ent parser generated by COCO to parse
a sublanguage, and start an evaluation at a ertain node in the AST. Multiple
grammar les an also be used for su h ases and ea h le ontains a version of
the abstra t C++ grammar. In the example, isUserDefIteratorForStatement
is a wrapper fun tion of another attribute evaluation generated by COCO that
starts at a SgForStatement node.
In g. 3 the generated ode is shown. The a ess uses the notation for random
a ess iterators. Even if the a ess is not of omplexity O(1) the parallelization
an still provide speedup. The user who implements the transformation has to
take su h tradeo s into a ount in a test fun tion to de ide whether a transformation should be applied or not. Note that the generated sour e ode an
have a slightly di erent formatting be ause the format of the sour e ode is a
beauti ed version of the sour e orresponding to the transformed AST.
4

Related Work

We use Sage III as intermediate representation, whi h we have developed as
a revision of the Sage II [5℄ AST restru turing tool. Its prede essor, Sage++,
in luded a Fortran frontend, while Sage II in luded the EDG C++ frontend [3℄
and represented a more robust handling of C++ as a dire t result. Our work
has substantially modi ed Sage II (e.g., adding template support and hanges
of the stru ture and interfa es of Sage II of about 25% of the node lasses). Sage
II required modifying the AST by expli itly rearranging pointers between AST
nodes and reating new node obje ts if new ode needed to be added. In our
framework this an be done by using sour e strings and an abstra t grammar.
Related work on the optimization of libraries on teles oping languages [?℄
shares many of the same goals as our resear h work and we expe t to work
more losely with these resear hers in the near future. Our approa h so far is
less ambitious than the teles oping languages resear h, but is in some aspe ts
further along, though urrently spe i to abstra tions represented in C++.
Further approa hes are based on the de nition of library-spe i annotation
languages to guide optimizing sour e ode transformations [6℄ and on the spe i ation of both high-level languages and orresponding sets of axioms de ning
ode optimizations, see [7℄ for example. We address the need of annotations
for guiding optimizations either by pragmas, omments, or make optimizations
spe i to user-de ned types as dis ussed in the example transformation.
Kimwitu [8℄ allows to asso iate semanti a tions with rules of a tree grammar. Con eptually Kimwitu ould be used instead of COCO as well. But the
substitution me hanism is more diÆ ult to integrate into our system when using the C++ version of Kimwitu from our experien e be ause it uses its own
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memory handling and puts restri tions on some ode fragments used in semanti a tions. COCO was easier to integrate in our system be ause it only opes
with issues of parsing and not transformation, and does not put any restri tions
on the ode used in semanti a tions. However, our grammar onforms to the
essential properties of a tree grammar as required by Kimwitu. The other mode
of Kimwitu, to express term rewriting expli itly by using subterms des ribing
subtrees on both sides of a rule, is an advantage of Kimwitu in parti ular for the
ompa t spe i ation of algebrai optimizations.
The Mi rosoft .NET CodeDom Compiler Framework is used by various tools,
in luding ASP.NET and Visual Studio.NET. It o ers an interfa e for restru turing sour e- ode, designed to handle di erent languages. Nigel Perry has de ned
an abstra t grammar for the CodeDom Language [9℄. A program in the language
is represented by a tree of CodeDom obje ts, whi h orresponds to a parse tree
in a ompiler for a onventional language. In our framework the abstra t grammar an a tually be used to spe ify transformations. In the abstra t CodeDom
EBNF grammar, type information is made expli it as extension in the grammar. In our grammar type information is available as a essible annotation of
the AST nodes. Also we do not use tree extensions to identify grammar symbols that orrespond to AST nodes. A terminal always dire tly orresponds to an
AST node. We only added parentheses to the token stream. However, most of all
information required for our approa h is available for the CodeDom framework,
whi h makes it an interesting target in our future work.
5

Con lusions and Future Work

The use of an abstra t grammar greatly simpli es the spe i ation of a sour e-tosour e transformation. Many aspe ts of parsing sour e ode and type evaluation
are not helpful for expressing ode transformations. The spe i ation of a sour eto-sour e transformation should not interfere with spe i parsing issues of the
on rete syntax of the language. On the other hand, the on rete syntax is what
developers, who want to optimize their appli ation odes, are most familiar with.
From this we on lude that o ering the use of sour e-strings for spe ifying new
ode and using an abstra t grammar to allow to spe ify transformations is a
pra ti al solution to this problem. The availability of full type information is
ne essary for the optimization of user-de ned abstra tions.
Instead of requiring the user to learn a new language to express transformations, all transformations are themselves de ned in C++, the same language in
whi h the appli ation ode is written and whi h the user seeks to optimize. The
grammar for es the user to stru ture the transformation a ording to the stru ture of the language, the de omposition in di erent transformation obje ts, as
shown in the example, gives the ne essary freedom in designing omplex transformations.
Future work is targeted at demonstrating the development of a wide range of
optimizing sour e-to-sour e translators for spe i s ienti libraries and appliations. Additional work is the analysis of omplex data stru tures to automate
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the generation of appli ation spe i tools ( onne tion to visualization libraries,
dump/restart fun tions, et .).
By permitting developers to add highly tailored ompanion optimizations to
their user-de ned types and appli ations, we de ne a hierar hi al (teles oping)
approa h to language design whi h builds in rementally upon existing general
purpose languages. We hope that a similar approa h ould in the future form a
signi ant me hanism within a general purpose language ompiler to allow users
to extend the range of optimizations.
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